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Preliminary Design of a Multibeam Receiver
for the SMA

John D. Garrett, Paul K. Grimes, and Cheuk-Yu Edward Tong

Abstract—In these proceedings, we present the preliminary
design of a multibeam receiver for the Submillimeter Array
(SMA). The design is centered at 345 GHz, which was chosen to
coincide with the scientifically important CO(3–2) emission line
and its common isotopes. The design presented here has 3 pixels,
but we plan to expand the array to 7 pixels in a hexagonal pattern
in a future iteration. The array uses sideband separating (2SB)
receivers, which greatly improves the mapping speed for narrow
emission lines, when compared to equivalent double sideband
receivers. Compared to the wSMA’s planned high-band dual-
polarization receiver, a 7-pixel 2SB multibeam system should
provide ∼7 times faster mapping speed. This would allow for
large-scale mapping of molecular emission lines in the Milky
Way and nearby galaxies with very high angular resolution.

Index Terms—multibeam receivers, focal plane arrays, SIS
mixers, superconducting detectors, submillimeter-wave astron-
omy

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Submillimeter Array (SMA) is an eight-element radio
interferometer located near the summit of Mauna Kea,

Hawaii, that operates from 180-420 GHz. It is currently under-
going a large-scale upgrade to improve the noise performance
and increase the instantaneous bandwidth of its receivers [1],
[2], [3]. Through the wideband SMA (wSMA) upgrade, the
SMA antennas will be refitted with new cryostats housing
new receiver cartridges. These receivers will operate over
two bands: a low-band from 210–270 GHz and a high-band
from 280–360 GHz. Among other benefits, the new receivers
will improve the SMA’s sensitivity to continuum sources and
increase the number of emission lines that can be observed
simultaneously. Since the new wSMA cryostat will be smaller
than the current SMA cryostat, there will soon be enough room
to host guest receivers inside the receiver cabins, allowing
for the ability to test new receiver designs with the wSMA,
including new multibeam systems.

Multibeam receivers (also called focal plane arrays) have the
potential to increase the mapping speed of a telescope by a
factor equal to the number of pixels N within the array (when
compared to an equivalent single-beam design). However, the
mapping speed is also inversely proportional to the system
noise temperature Tsys squared:

mapping speed ∝ N

T 2
sys

(1)
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Therefore, any increase in the system noise temperature can
quickly negate the speed improvement afforded by the array.
This means that any multibeam system must add additional
pixels without compromising on the state-of-the-art noise
performance of modern single-beam systems. Additional chal-
lenges include efficiently coupling each pixel to the main
dish, managing the added mechanical/electrical complexity,
dividing and injecting the local-oscillator (LO) signal without
interfering with the astronomical signal path, and processing
the additional intermediate frequency (IF) signals. (Compre-
hensive discussions of focal plane arrays can found in [4], [5],
[6].)

Overall, a multibeam receiver on the wSMA would allow
for wide-field mapping of molecular emission lines at high
angular resolution. The improved mapping capability would be
beneficial for a variety of observations, including the study of
star formation in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies. It would
also be the first multibeam system on an interferometer, taking
advantage of the wSMA correlator system. As such, it would
be able to act as a pathfinder for future multibeam systems on
other large submillimeter-wave interferometers, such as the
Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter Array (ALMA) and
the Northern Extended Millimeter Array (NOEMA). Due to its
modest size and the ability to host guest receivers, the wSMA
provides an excellent environment to test and develop new
multibeam receivers for submillimeter wave interferometers.

In this work, we discuss the requirements for a multibeam
receiver on the wSMA in Sec. II, investigate the potential map-
ping speed improvement in Sec. III, and present a preliminary
multibeam system in Sec. IV. Sec. V concludes this study.

II. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

There are several design considerations, specific to the
wSMA, which influence the optimal multibeam receiver archi-
tecture. First, the maximum size of an array on the wSMA is
limited by the size of the Nasymth tubes within the antennas. A
low-band array (ν ∼ 230 GHz) would be limited to ∼3 pixels
in a triangular pattern and a high-band array (ν ∼ 345 GHz)
would be limited to 7 pixels in a hexagonal pattern. Since
both bands target important molecular emission lines (e.g.,
the CO(2–1) and the CO(3–2) transitions, respectively) and
both have good atmospheric transmission at the SMA site, a
7-pixel array centered at 345 GHz presents a greater potential
mapping speed improvement.

Secondly, the array will use a similar backend to the wSMA.
Assuming a total processed IF bandwidth of 64 GHz, this
limits the IF bandwidth to ∼4.6 GHz per pixel for a 7-pixel
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2SB receiver or ∼9.2 GHz per pixel for a 7-pixel DSB array.
Since the total processed IF bandwidth will be identical to the
wSMA’s single-beam receivers, the primary advantage of the
array will be mapping narrow emission lines (the continuum
mapping speed will be similar to the wSMA). Therefore,
image sideband rejection would help to lower the system
noise temperature and further increase the mapping speed.
This could be accomplished by using a sideband separating
(2SB) mixing scheme, or by terminating the image sideband
in a reactive or cryogenic load (e.g., using a narrow bandpass
filter to only pass the desired signal).

III. MAPPING SPEED IMPROVEMENT

In this section, we compare the mapping speed of different
multibeam receiver architectures: double sideband (DSB) re-
ceivers and single sideband (SSB) receivers. Based on Eqn. 1,
the mapping speed of two different multibeam receivers can
be compared using:

Γ2,1 =
N2

N1

(
Tsys,1

Tsys,2

)2

(2)

where Tsys is the SSB system noise temperature1 (including
receiver and atmospheric noise) and N is the number of pixels
in the array (N = 1 for a single-beam receiver).

For a ground based DSB receiver, the SSB system noise
temperature is [7], [8]:

TDSB
sys =

2
(
TDSB
rx + Tsky

)
e−τ

(3)

where TDSB
rx is the DSB receiver noise temperature2, Tsky

is the atmospheric brightness temperature, and e−τ is the
atmospheric transmission. Likewise, for a SSB receiver, the
SSB system noise temperature is:

T SSB
sys =

2TDSB
rx + Tsky (1 + 1/Rsb)

e−τ
(4)

where Rsb = Gs/Gi is the sideband ratio, i.e., the ratio of the
signal sideband gain Gs to the image sideband gain Gi. For
an ideal SSB receiver, Rsb →∞ and Eqn. 4 reduces to:

T SSB
sys =

2TDSB
rx + Tsky
e−τ

(5)

Note that Eqns. 3–5 ignore several noise contributions, includ-
ing the cosmic microwave background and spillover effects.
The main beam efficiency and the loss of the sideband separa-
tion scheme are also ignored. More detailed Tsys calculations
can be found in [8], [9].

Using Eqns. 3–5, the system noise temperature is plotted in
Fig. 1 for SSB and DSB receivers. For this plot, we assumed
TDSB
rx = 55 K, which is the target value for the wSMA’s

single-beam high-band receiver [1], and we calculated e−τ and
Tsky using the am atmospheric model [10] with a precipitable
water vapor of 1.86 mm (the median value at the SMA site).

1In this report, we always use the SSB system noise temperature, unless
specified otherwise. The SSB Tsys is the most important figure-of-merit for
observing narrow emission lines, which are only present in one sideband.

2TDSB
rx is the noise temperature value that is normally measured in the lab

via the Y-factor technique (since the test signal is present in both sidebands.)
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Fig. 1. Estimated SSB system noise temperature (Tsys) of DSB and SSB
receivers (Eqns. 3–5). For this plot, we assumed TDSB

rx =55 K and a
precipitable water vapor of 1.86 mm, which is the median value at the SMA
site. The atmospheric properties were calculated using the am atmospheric
model [10].
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Fig. 2. Mapping speed ratio of a SSB receiver compared to a DSB receiver
(left y-axis; calculated using Eqn. 2). This is plotted for two different zenith
angles: z=0◦ and z=45◦. The right y-axis compares a 7 pixel SSB multibeam
receiver to the wSMA’s single-beam DSB receiver.

As we can see, the ideal SSB receiver (Rsb → ∞) has a
significantly lower Tsys value than the DSB receiver because it
is able to remove the atmospheric noise contribution from the
image sideband. This reduces the overall Tsys value by ∼29%
at 345 GHz. Even with a modest sideband ratio of Rsb = 10,
the atmospheric noise in the image sideband is reduced by
90% and Tsys is reduced by ∼26%.

Based on Eqn. 2, lower system noise temperatures result
in faster mapping speeds. In Fig. 2, the mapping speed of a
SSB receiver is compared to a DSB receiver. As we can see,
at 345 GHz, the SSB receiver has a mapping speed that is
approximately twice as fast as the DSB receiver. Furthermore,
the SSB receiver provides an even greater mapping speed
improvement as the atmospheric transmission worsens (e.g.,
when there is a higher precipitable water vapor or a larger
zenith angle).

The downside is that SSB receivers are much more com-
plicated than DSB receivers. For example, image rejec-
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tion can be accomplished by a tuneable waveguide back-
short (e.g., HERA [11]), a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(e.g., HARP [12]), a Martin-Puplett interferometer (e.g.,
CHAMP+ [13]) or a cryogenic waveguide bandpass filter.
These image rejection schemes generally have limited IF
bandwidth and are very cumbersome. Another option is to
separate the signal and image sidebands using a 2SB receiver.
This has the added advantage of recovering both the upper
and lower sidebands; however, it essentially doubles the com-
plexity of the receiver. For example, a 2SB receiver requires
a 90◦ hybrid for the RF signal, a power divider for the LO
signal, two RF/LO diplexers and two SIS mixers per pixel.
For our purposes, the added complexity of the 2SB receiver
architecture is acceptable because our array will be a relatively
modest 7 pixels.

We can rewrite Eqn. 2 to calculate the mapping speed
improvement of a 7-pixel 2SB mutlibeam receiver when
compared to the wSMA single-beam receiver3:

Γ7SSB,wSMA =
7

2

(
TDSB
sys

T SSB
sys

)2

(6)

This value is plotted in Fig. 2 using the y-axis on the right-
hand side. As we can see, a 7-pixel 2SB multibeam receiver
should be able to map the CO(3–2) emission line at 345.8 GHz
approximately 7 times faster than the wSMA single-beam
receiver.

IV. PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF THE MULTIBEAM RECEIVER

The preliminary design of the multibeam receiver is shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. The construction is similar to the array
proposed for the Greenland Telescope [14], except that this
new design has been expanded from DSB receivers to 2SB
receivers. The design uses a combination of split-block waveg-
uides (with the split in the E-plane of the waveguide) and
stacked waveguide plates (where the direction of propagation
is normal to the split plane). The design shown in Figs. 3 and 4
only has 3 pixels, but we plan to expand this array to 7 pixels
in the near future, with the pixels arranged in a hexagonal
pattern.

The RF (astronomical) signals enter the array block through
the feed horns shown at the top of Fig. 4. RF quadrature hy-
brids then divide each RF signal into two separate waveguides
with a 90◦ relative phase shift, which is necessary for sideband
separation4. The LO signal enters from the side of the mixer
block (Fig. 5). It is evenly divided into six waveguides using
cascaded E-plane power splitters (0◦ relative phase shift),
and then each LO waveguide is diverted 90◦ using H-plane
waveguide bends to be parallel to the RF waveguides. Note
that there are two LO waveguides per pixel. The RF and LO
signals are then diplexed using silicon-mounted cross-guide
couplers [15], and each RF+LO signal is coupled to an SIS

3Note that the wSMA single-beam receivers are dual-polarization. Assum-
ing that polarization data is not important, NwSMA = 2.

4Alternatively, it is possible to divide the RF signals using in-phase power
splitters and divide the LO signals using 90◦ RF hybrids. This can allow for
wider RF bandwidth, but in-phase power splitters generally suffer from poor
isolation and poor return loss, which in turn degrades Rsb and Tsys.

Feed horns

Circular-to-rectangular
waveguide transition

LO distribution layers

RF hybrids + 
LO couplers

Full-height to half-height
waveguide transitions

SIS devices

Mixer block

Fig. 3. Exploded view of the preliminary 3-pixel 2SB multibeam receiver.
Most of the waveguide components are made from stacked waveguide plates,
where the direction of propagation is normal to the split plane. The RF hybrids
and LO direction couplers are made from a single split-block waveguide,
where the split is in the E-plane of the waveguide.
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Fig. 4. Cross-section of the 3-pixel 2SB multibeam receiver. Each RF signal
first passes through an RF hybrid, which divides the RF signal in two with
a 90◦ relative phase difference. The LO signals are diplexed with the RF
signals using silicon-mounted cross-guide couplers (the same coupler that is
used by the wSMA’s single-beam receivers [15]).

mixer device. Finally, the two down-converted IF signals from
each pixel are combined using another 90◦ hybrid to recover
the upper and lower sidebands (not shown). It is also possible
implement this step in the digital backend of the telescope.

This multibeam receiver will be designed to cover the
atmospheric window centered at ∼345 GHz (seen in Figs. 1
and 2). Since most of the important molecular emission lines
are situated between 329 GHz and 355 GHz, the multibeam
receiver can get away with a narrower RF bandwidth than
the wSMA’s high-band receiver, without compromising on the
utility of the receiver. For example, the CO(3–2), 13CO(3–2)
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Fig. 5. Cross-section of the local-oscillator (LO) distribution layer. The LO
signal enters from the bottom of this figure and then it is divided in six
using cascaded E-plane power dividers. The LO waveguides are then diverted
downwards using H-plane waveguide bends to be in parallel with the RF
waveguides. There are two LO waveguides per RF waveguides. Note that the
LO power dividers require excellent isolation to minimize cross-talk between
the RF waveguides.

and C18O(3–2) transitions occur at 345.8 GHz, 330.6 GHz
and 329.3 GHz, respectively. Furthermore, since the target
objects have to have relatively large angular diameters for the
array to be beneficial, the array will only be used on low-
redshift objects (z ∼ 0), meaning that we do not need to
consider redshifted emission lines. Therefore, we can optimize
the performance of the array from ∼329–356 GHz to achieve
the best possible noise temperature.

To achieve a high Rsb value, the array block will require
careful fabrication, especially for the RF hybrids and the
LO power dividers. Any machining errors could result in
amplitude and phase imbalances that will lower the Rsb value
and thereby cause a higher noise temperature.

Finally, note that these are preliminary drawings, meaning
that many important features are missing from the CAD
drawings in Figs. 3–5, e.g., coaxial cables, magnetic coils, etc.
We are also considering several design modifications including
using silicon-mounted RF hybrids to facilitate fabrication,
using permanent magnets to suppress the Josephson currents
and reduce the number of DC wires, and using integrated SiGe
low noise amplifiers (LNAs) to minimize the heat load of the
array.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented the preliminary design of a multibeam
receiver for the SMA. Once the wSMA upgrade is complete,
this receiver could be mounted in the guest cryostat inside
the wSMA receiver cabin. The proposed 7-pixel sideband
separating receiver has the potential to increase the mapping
speed of the wSMA by a factor of ∼7. This would allow
for large-scale surveys with the wSMA of molecular emission
lines in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies.
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